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An overview of the different types of intellectual property will be provided, followed by an in-depth review of patents. The legal requirements for filing and obtaining a patent, and the patent examination process will be described. Some recent cases related to patent eligibility in the medical device and biotechnology areas will be explored. A discussion of career paths in intellectual property law will also be on the agenda.

David is a partner in the Los Angeles area offices of Loza & Loza LLP. He advises clients on a broad range of intellectual property matters, including IP portfolio development and management, patent application preparation and prosecution, trademark registrations, patent infringement and validity opinions, freedom to operate analyses, due diligence investigations, and technology transfer and licensing. David is a registered patent attorney and represents clients in a wide range of technologies, including medical device, consumer electronics, semiconductor, telecommunications, and software. Prior to joining Loza & Loza, he was patent counsel at several boutique and general law firms in Los Angeles, and was in-house patent counsel for St. Jude Medical, Inc. (now Abbott).
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